
Invitation to LAUFEN at the ISH 2019 
Hall 3.1, Booth B51 

PRESS CONFERENCE
with Marcel Wanders, EOOS and LAUFEN

on Tuesday, 12 March 2019 
12:30-13:00

DESIGNER DAYS
with Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave, Toan Nguyen, Peter Wirz,  

Andreas Dimitiradis, Dr. Harald Gründl and Martin Bergmann (both EOOS)
Monday-Wednesday, March 11-13, 2019

by appointment

LAUFEN DEFINES THE BATHROOM POETICALLY, HIGHLY FUNCTIONAL AND TREND-SETTING
With its SaphirKeramik, LAUFEN has fundamentally changed the rules of the game in the bathroom. The Swiss 

bathroom brand is now working with the fourth generation of this innovative material. In addition to the topic  
of thin walls, LAUFEN is now illuminating completely new aspects, such as new aesthetic expressions or new  

applications thanks to new types of washbasins. 

This year‘s highlight of LAUFEN‘s presentation at the fair is the new SaphirKeramik collection „The New Classic“,  
designed by Marcel Wanders. Furthermore the bathroom collection Sonar (designed by Patricia Urquiola) and Val 

(designed by Konstantin Grcic) have also been further developed. 

As a premiere in Germany, the company will also be showing the new Cleanet Navia shower WC, which updates  
the success story of LAUFEN’s shower toilets (designed by Peter Wirz). Navia is a version that is consistently reduced 

to user benefits, intuitive operation and clear design.

LAUFEN has also entered into a forward-looking cooperation with the Austrian design agency EOOS (a grantee  
of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation), ETH Zurich and the Swiss Water Research Institute EAWAG to develop the first 

market-ready urine separation toilet that can be used like a conventional toilet. 

The technology of the save! separation WC will be made available to developing and emerging countries as open 
source. The concept has already won the Black Bee Award at the XXII International Exhibition of the Triennale di Milano, 

which this year has taken up the theme „Broken Nature: Design Takes on Human Survival“. 

LAUFEN PRESS CONFERENCE
During the 30 minutes of the press conference at the booth of LAUFEN Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave  
(Creative Director Marcel Wanders), Dr. Harald Gründl and Martin Bergmann (EOOS) and Marc Viardot (Director  

Marketing & Product Laufen, Managing Director Central European BU) present you the novelties, provide insights into 
the development and answer your questions. Your host is Alberto Magrans, Senior Managing Director of LAUFEN.

You are cordially invited to attend!

RSVP
Please let us know by 8th March 2019 (email to laufen@id-pool.de is welcome), if you would like to attend. 

LAUFEN DESIGNER DAYS
Please let us also know as soon as possible, but no later than 8th March, if you would like to arrange an interview during 

the Laufen Designer Days. We will then try to set an appointment.

On Monday, 11th March, Toan Nguyen, Peter Wirz (Vetica), Andreas Dimitriadis (Platinum Design). Alberto Magrans and 
Marc Viardot will also be available as interview partners on request. 

On Tuesday, 12th March, interviews can be arranged with Toan Nguyen, Peter Wirz, Andreas Dimitriadis and Marcel 
Wanders, Gabriele Chiave, Martin Bergmann and Dr. Harald Gründl from EOOS. For LAUFEN Alberto Magrans and Marc 

Viardot,  as well as the LAUFEN Senior Management of the various business units, will answer your questions. 

Potentially, interviews with Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave as well as with Dr. Harald Gründl and Martin Bergmann 
from EOOS will also be possible on Wednesday morning, 13th March, pending their travel arrangements.   

Please direct your appointment requests for interviews to
Marc Millenet _ laufen@id-pool.de

Daniela Sarracco _ daniela@keywords.design
oder Béatrice Rüeger _ beatrice.rueeger@laufen.ch

Please specify the person you would like to interview as well as your preferred date and time.  
Please also include your full name, title and e-mail/telephone number, 

so that we can contact you directly during the fair if there should be any changes in the dates.

Thank you very much!

INVITATION


